Large-scale Subsurface Seasonal Solar Heat Storage for Future Value

The Geothermal Battery Energy Storage (or “GB”) concept has been proposed as a large-scale, renewable energy storage method. This is particularly important as solar and wind electricity are being introduced into electric grids. And, economical utility-scale storage has not yet become available to handle the variable nature of solar and wind.

The concept uses solar radiance to heat water on the surface and then inject this heated water deep into the earth. This hot water creates a high-temperature geothermal reservoir acceptable for conventional geothermal electricity production, or for direct heat applications. Storing hot water underground is not a new idea, but the unique feature of the GB is considering regions in sedimentary basins with high-porosity, high-permeability, water-saturated formations. For certain reservoirs, calculations suggest that nearly one hundred percent of the stored heat can practically be recovered, and long-term, even seasonal storage is possible.

Several publications have been presented by the authors on the GB considering reservoir parameter variations. This is a review of calculations made and conclusions for a GB system inferred from the calculations. Potential GB system layout of wells and injection and production possibilities and ultimate heat recovery for economic value are noted.

AGENDA

9:45 am    Zoom opens
10:00 am   Introduction ............................................ John McLennan & Sidney Green
10:15 am   Heat and Fluid Flow Calculations ...................... Palash Panja & John McLennan
11:00 am   Operational Considerations and Well Layouts ................ John McLennan
11:30 am   Challenges of Sedimentary Basins .............................. Richard Allis
12:00 pm   15-minute Break .......... Brief Recess
12:15 pm   Site Potential from an Oil & Gas Industry Perspective ......... Richard Newhart
12:45 pm   Geochemical Considerations ........................................ Joe Moore
1:15 pm    Surface Facilities ...................................................... Kevin Kitz
1:45 pm    Facilitated Discussion and Summary ................................. Sidney Green
2:30 pm    Adjourn

To Register

e-mail jmclennan@egi.utah.edu and an invitation will be sent
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